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This is for Blair (Bean) Hope you like it click on huh?? not huh? cos I got that one wrong Kek's singing
the wrong song in huh? oh crap gave it away!
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1 - huh??
In the past yes I no they have a camera
Bex: I thought this was over but that idiot next door insist on this and now what lies before you a broken
and miserable girl =( Anyway here we have Blair, Malik and Kek.
Courtney (camera person): *point’s camera to Malik*
Malik: I’m a girl you know
Courtney: *point’s camera to Blair*
Blair: Don’t my hair look lovely ^_^
Courtney: *points camera to Kek*
Kek: Hello, Hi, Boujour, Hola
Bex: OK let’s stick to English
Blair: Can we hurry this along?
Bex: -_- Fine, OK whose you best friends
Malik: Everyone accept the Pharaoh
Bex: >.> OK
Blair: Lemme see I got Eliza, Wu and Talia I guess
Bex: Thank Ra a real answer
Kek: Lemme see Luiza, Ayame and Denise
Bex: A lot of girls there isn’t there mate
Kek: ^_^
Bex: -_- I see
Malik: Oi!
Bex: Oh good Malik wants to say something
Malik: Check it, check it the people in Egypt have been seeing some kids running around with a fat thing
Blair: Ye they are really annoying me
Kek: One looks like the Pharaoh
Blair: I wanna kill that slut that’s with them
Bex: I see >.>
Kek: Oi!
Bex: Kek where did you get a guitar
Kek: Oh Kyle's mom is a big fat dog shes the biggest dog in the whole wide worldBex: OK that’s it this is over! Done!
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Malik: I’m a girl you know
Courtney: *point’s camera to Blair*
Blair: Don’t my hair look lovely ^_^
Courtney: *points camera to Kek*
Kek: Hello, Hi, Boujour, Hola
Bex: OK let’s stick to English
Blair: Can we hurry this along?
Bex: -_- Fine, OK whose you best friends
Malik: Everyone accept the Pharaoh
Bex: >.> OK
Blair: Lemme see I got Eliza, Wu and Talia I guess
Bex: Thank Ra a real answer
Kek: Lemme see Luiza, Ayame and Denise
Bex: A lot of girls there isn’t there mate
Kek: ^_^
Bex: -_- I see
Malik: Oi!
Bex: Oh good Malik wants to say something
Malik: Check it, check it the people in Egypt have been seeing some kids running around with a fat thing
Blair: Ye they are really annoying me
Kek: One looks like the Pharaoh
Blair: I wanna kill that slut that’s with them
Bex: I see >.>
Kek: Oi!
Bex: Kek where did you get a guitar
Kek: Jingle bells jingle bells jingle all the way!
Bex: OK that’s it this is over! Done!

I'll do somthing like this for any of my mates if they want it done
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